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Abstract
In recent years, vision-centric perception has flourished

in various autonomous driving tasks, including 3D detec-
tion, semantic map construction, motion forecasting, and
depth estimation. Nevertheless, the latency of vision-centric
approaches is too high for practical deployment (e.g., most
camera-based 3D detectors have a runtime greater than
300ms). To bridge the gap between ideal researches and
real-world applications, it is necessary to quantify the
trade-off between performance and efficiency. Tradition-
ally, autonomous-driving perception benchmarks perform
the offline evaluation, neglecting the inference time de-
lay. To mitigate the problem, we propose the Autonomous-
driving StreAming Perception (ASAP) benchmark, which
is the first benchmark to evaluate the online performance
of vision-centric perception in autonomous driving. On
the basis of the 2Hz annotated nuScenes dataset, we first
propose an annotation-extending pipeline to generate high-
frame-rate labels for the 12Hz raw images. Referring to
the practical deployment, the Streaming Perception Under
constRained-computation (SPUR) evaluation protocol is
further constructed, where the 12Hz inputs are utilized
for streaming evaluation under the constraints of differ-
ent computational resources. In the ASAP benchmark,
comprehensive experiment results reveal that the model
rank alters under different constraints, suggesting that the
model latency and computation budget should be consid-
ered as design choices to optimize the practical deployment.
To facilitate further research, we establish baselines for
camera-based streaming 3D detection, which consistently
enhance the streaming performance across various hard-
ware. ASAP project page: https://github.com/
JeffWang987/ASAP.

1. Introduction
Vision-centric perception in autonomous driving has

drawn extensive attention recently, as it can obtain richer
1Corresponding author, xingang.wang@ia.ac.cn
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Figure 1. Comparison of streaming performances on the ASAP
benchmark, where the model rank changes under different com-
putational resources. Note that our baseline BEVDepth-Sv (built
upon [30]) consistently improves the streaming performance on
different platforms.

semantic information from images with a desirable budget,
compared to LiDAR-based perception. Notably, the past
years have witnessed the blooming of vision-centric per-
ception in various autonomous driving tasks (e.g., 3D de-
tection [21,22,29–31,33,34,41,56,61], semantic map con-
struction [28, 40, 43, 45, 64, 72], motion forecasting [1, 20],
and depth estimation [16, 17, 55, 57, 58, 60]).

Despite the growing research interest in vision-centric
approaches, the high latency of these methods still prevents
the practical deployment. Specifically, in the fundamen-
tal task of autonomous-driving perception (e.g., 3D detec-
tion), the inference time of most camera-based 3D detec-
tors [21,29–31,34,61,70] is longer than 300ms (on the pow-
erful NVIDIA RTX3090), which is ∼6× longer (see Tab. 1)
than the LiDAR-based counterparts [25, 62, 66]. To enable
practical vision-centric perception in autonomous driving, a
quantitative metric is in an urgent need to balance the ac-
curacy and latency. However, previous autonomous-driving
benchmarks [3, 4, 7, 12, 13, 23, 38, 46, 49, 59, 67] mainly fo-
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Table 1. Comparison between autonomous-driving perception
dataset, where L&C represents LiDAR and camera, #sensors de-
notes number of sensors, Ann. frequency is the annotation fre-
quency, and Model speed denotes the typical inference speed of
the model on RTX3090. For 2D detectors [2, 11, 15, 44, 50], they
achieve ∼45mAP@30FPS on COCO [32]. For LiDAR-based 3D
detectors [25, 62, 66], they achieve ∼70mAP@20FPS on Waymo
[49]. For camera-based 3D detectors [21, 30, 31, 70], they achieve
∼40mAP@3FPS on nuScenes [4], which is 6×∼10× slower than
the above two tasks.

Dataset Stream. Modality #sensors Task Ann. Model
frequency speed

KITTI [12] % L&C - Multi-task - -
Argoverse [59] % L&C - Multi-task - -
Waymo [49] % L&C - Multi-task - -
nuScenes [4] % L&C - Multi-task - -
Argoverse-HD [27] ! C 1 2D det. 30Hz ∼30FPS
Waymo [18] ! L 1 L-3D det. 10Hz ∼20FPS
nuScenes-H ! C 6 C-3D det. 12Hz ∼3FPS

cus on the offline performance metrics (e.g., Average Pre-
cision (AP), Truth Positive (TP)), and the model latency
has not been particularly studied. Although [18, 27] lever-
age the streaming perception paradigm [27] to measure the
accuracy-latency trade-off, these benchmarks are designed
for 2D detection or LiDAR-based 3D detection.

To address the aforementioned problem, this paper
proposes the Autonomous-driving StreAming Perception
(ASAP) benchmark. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first benchmark to evaluate the online performance
of vision-centric perception in autonomous driving. The
ASAP benchmark is instantiated on the camera-based 3D
detection, which is the core task of vision-centric percep-
tion in autonomous driving. To enable the streaming evalua-
tion of 3D detectors, an annotation-extending pipeline is de-
vised to increase the annotation frame rate of the nuScenes
dataset [4] from 2Hz to 12Hz. The extended dataset,
termed nuScenes-H (High-frame-rate annotation), is uti-
lized to evaluate 3D detectors with 12Hz streaming inputs.
Referring to the practical deployment, we delve into the
problem of ASAP under different computational resources.
Specifically, the Streaming Perception Under constRained-
computation (SPUR) evaluation protocol is constructed: (1)
To compare the model performance on varying platforms,
multiple GPUs with different computation performances
are assigned for the streaming evaluation. (2) To analyze
the performance fluctuation caused by the sharing of com-
putational resources [9,61,65,70], the streaming evaluation
is performed while the GPU is simultaneously processing
other perception tasks. As depicted in Fig. 1, the streaming
performances of different methods drop steadily as the com-
putation power is increasingly constrained. Besides, the
model rank alters under various hardware constraints, sug-
gesting that the offline performance cannot serve as the de-
terministic criterion for different approaches. Therefore, it
is necessary to introduce our streaming paradigm to vision-

centric driving perception. Based on the ASAP bench-
mark, we further establish simple baselines for camera-
based streaming 3D detection, and experiment results show
that forecasting the future state of the object can compen-
sate for the delay in inference time. Notably, the proposed
BEVDepth-Sv improves the streaming performance (mAP-
S) by ∼2%, ∼3%, and ∼16% on three GPUs (RTX3090,
RTX2070S, GTX1060).

The main contributions are summarized as follows: (1)
We propose the ASAP benchmark to quantitatively eval-
uate the accuracy-latency trade-off of camera-based per-
ception methods, which takes a step towards the practical
vision-centric perception in autonomous driving. (2) An
annotation-extending pipeline is proposed to annotate the
12Hz raw images of the popular nuScenes dataset, which
facilitates the streaming evaluation on camera-based 3D de-
tection. (3) Simple baselines are established in the ASAP
benchmark, which alleviates the influence of inference de-
lay and consistently improves the streaming performances
across different hardware. (4) The SPUR evaluation proto-
col is constructed to facilitate the evaluation of practical de-
ployment, where we investigate the streaming performance
of the proposed baselines and seven modern camera-based
3D detectors under various computational constraints.

2. Related Work
2.1. Autonomous-Driving Benchmark

Thanks to the release of various benchmarks [3, 4, 7,
12, 13, 23, 38, 46, 49, 59, 67, 68], the last decade has wit-
nessed immense progress on autonomous-driving percep-
tion. Among these benchmarks, CamVid [3], Cityscapes
[7], Mapillary Vistas [38], Apolloscape [23], BDD100K
[67] and CityPerson [68] focus on the 2D annotation (seg-
mentation masks or detection boxes). To facilitate 3D per-
ception in autonomous driving, several benchmarks [4,5,12,
13, 42, 46, 49] collect multi-modal data (RGB images, Li-
DAR, RADAR, GPS/IMU) with comprehensive 3D anno-
tations. Among these 3D annotated dataset, nuScenes [4],
Waymo [49], Argoverse [5], A2D2 [13], Lyft L5 [46] pro-
vide surround-view image data, which boosts camera-based
3D perception. Especially in the nuScenes dataset [4], a
vision-centric 3D perception trend [21,22,29–31,33,34,41,
56, 61] demonstrates that camera-based 3D detectors can
achieve promising accuracy. Nevertheless, these bench-
marks evaluate perception methods in an offline manner,
neglecting the inference time delay.

2.2. Vision-Centric Driving Perception

Compared with the costly LiDAR, cameras can be de-
ployed with much lower budgets. Besides, cameras-based
methods own the desirable merits to extract rich seman-
tic information from dense color and texture information
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[26,37], which facilitates versatile vision-centric perception
in autonomous driving. e.g., 3D detection [8,35,52–54,69],
semantic map construction [36,40,47], and depth estimation
[16,17,55,57,58,60]. Recently, the Bird’s Eye View (BEV)
representation further promotes the development of vision-
centric perception [1,20–22,28–31,33,34,41,43,45,56,61,
64,72]. Particularly, in the fundamental task of autonomous
driving (e.g., 3D detection), BEVDet4D [21], BEVFormer
[31], PETRv2 [34], BEVDepth [30], BEVStereo [29], STS
[56], SOLOFusion [41] have achieved promising detec-
tion accuracy, approaching that of LiDAR-based counter-
parts [25, 51, 62, 66, 71]. However, even on the powerful
RTX3090, the runtime of most methods exceeds 300ms,
which is far from practical deployment.

2.3. Streaming Perception

The concept of streaming perception is first proposed
in [27], where a benchmark is introduced to evaluate the
accuracy-latency trade-off of 2D detectors. Faced with
model latency, Kalman filter [24], dynamic scheduling [27],
and reinforcement learning [14] are utilized to alleviate
the problems caused by inference time delay. To fur-
ther enhance the streaming performance, [63] simplifies the
streaming perception to the task of predicting the next frame
by an efficient detector [11]. To investigate the streaming
perception in LiDAR-based 3D detection, [18] proposes to
split the full-scan LiDAR points into multiple slices and
process the streaming LiDAR slices with a recurrent neu-
ral network. Following the same setting, [10] preserves
past slice features and concatenates them with current slice
data. [6] regards that LiDAR slices can be naturally rep-
resented in polar coordinates and the polar-pillar represen-
tation is utilized in the streaming perception. The afore-
mentioned streaming benchmarks [18, 27] are designed for
2D detection or LiDAR-based 3D detection, but the stream-
ing paradigm of vision-centric perception in autonomous-
driving (e.g., camera-based 3D detection) is still under in-
vestigation.

3. The ASAP benchmark
In this section, the concept of ASAP is first introduced.

Then we analyze the difficulty to evaluate streaming algo-
rithms on the original nuScenes dataset [4], and introduce
the high frame-rate nuScenes-H dataset. Subsequently, the
SPUR evaluation protocol is presented to assess the stream-
ing performance under different computational resources.
Finally, we propose simple baselines to alleviate the infer-
ence time delay in streaming detection.

3.1. Autonomous-Driving Streaming Perception

Referring to the streaming paradigm [27], the ASAP
benchmark conducts the evaluation in an online manner,
and the key insight is to perform the evaluation at every

Frame BFrame A Frame C

Prediction of APrevious prediction

Input  
time 

Output  
time

Processing A... Processing A...

Figure 2. Illustration of the streaming evaluation in the ASAP
benchmark. For every input timestamp, the ASAP benchmark
evaluates the most recent prediction if the processing of current
frame is not finished.

input timestamp even if the processing of the current sam-
ple is not complete. Specifically, given streaming inputs
{Xi}Ti=1, where Xi is the surround-view images at times-
tamp ti and T is the total number of input timestamps. The
perception algorithms are required to make an online re-
sponse to the input instance, and the entire online predic-
tions are {Ŷj}Mj=1, where Ŷj is the prediction at timestamp
tj , and M represents the total number of predictions. No-
tably, the prediction timestamps are not synchronized with
the input timestamps, and the model inference speed is typ-
ically slower than the input frame rate (i.e., M < T ). To
evaluate the predictions at input timestamp ti, the ground
truth Yi is desired to match with the most recent prediction,
yielding the pair (Yi, Ŷθ(i)), where θ(i) = argmax

j
tj < ti.

Based on the matching strategy, the ASAP benchmark eval-
uates the online performance at every input timestamp:

LASAP = L({(Yi, Ŷθ(i))}Ti=1), (1)

where L(·) is the streaming evaluation metric, which will
be elaborated in Sec. 3.3. The streaming evaluation is illus-
trated in Fig. 2, where the prediction of frame A is leveraged
for evaluation at the timestamp of frame C. For frame A and
frame B, the previous predictions are evaluated. Notably,
ASAP instantiates the streaming paradigm on camera-based
3D detection, and the key insights also generalize to other
vision-centric perceptions in autonomous driving.

3.2. nuScenes-H

The nuScenes dataset [4] is a popular autonomous-
driving perception benchmark, which significantly facili-
tates the vision-centric perception trend [21, 22, 29–31, 33,
34, 41, 56, 61]. Consequently, it is natural to leverage the
nuScenes dataset to investigate the streaming performance
of various camera-based 3D detectors. However, the anno-
tation frame rate of the original nuScenes dataset is 2Hz,
which is slower than the inference speed of the majority of
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Figure 3. Overall architecture of the annotation-extending pipeline, where the 12Hz annotations are calculated by object interpolation of
2Hz key-frames, and the temporal database is established to append annotations that are missed by interpolation.

Frame A Frame B Frame C Frame D Frame E Frame F Frame G

Key-frame Key-frameNon-key-frame Non-key-frame Non-key-frame Non-key-frame Non-key-frame

Figure 4. Visualization of the 12Hz annotated nuScenes-H dataset, where frame A and frame G are key-frames with the original 2Hz
annotations, and B ∼ F are non-key-frames with 12Hz annotations.

camera-based 3D detectors. Therefore, it can hardly distin-
guish across models with different latencies. To mitigate the
problem, we take advantage of the 12Hz raw images of the
nuScenes dataset as the streaming input. Specifically, an
annotation-extending pipeline is proposed to annotate the
12Hz raw images. The overall architecture is illustrated
in Fig 3. Given 2Hz key-frame annotations at time ts and
te, we can calculate the intermediate annotation at time t
(ts < t < te) using the object interpolation:

Tr(t) =
te − t

te − ts
Tr(ts) +

t− ts

te − ts
Tr(te),

R(t) = Fs(R(ts), R(te),
te − t

te − ts
),

(2)

where Tr(t) and R(t) represent the object translation and
rotation at time t, respectively. Notably, to avoid Gimbal
Lock, we employ the quaternion representation for rota-
tion R(t), and Fs denotes the Spherical Linear Interpola-
tion [48]. Thanks to the instance token in the nuScenes-
devkit [39], we can match the corresponding objects in the
sequential key-frames, which facilitates object interpola-
tion. However, the interpolation is ignored when the object
is not co-visible in sequential key-frames, thus the interme-
diate annotations are missed. To mitigate the problem, the
temporal database {(ti, Y L

i )}ni=1 is established, where the
predicted bounding boxes1 {Y L

i }ni=1 at 20Hz input times-
tamps {ti}ni=1 are stored. Then we can query the prediction

1We firstly train the CenterPoint [66] on 2Hz LiDAR key-frames of the
nuScenes trainval set, then the 3D bounding boxes of 20Hz LiDAR
inputs are predicted using the CenterPoint.

Yquery at time t from the temporal database:

Yquery = Y L
j (j = argmin

i
|ti − t|). (3)

Subsequently, the auto-clean is performed by an Intersec-
tion over Union (IoU) matching between the interpolated
annotation and Yquery, which filters the redundant predic-
tions in Yquery. And the left predictions are appended to the
final annotations at time t. The visualization of 12Hz an-
notations is shown in Fig 4, where the vehicle is visible in
the key-frame A, but not in the key-frame G. Hence, the
intermediate annotations are ignored under the interpola-
tion. However, such issue can be remedied by the temporal
database, from which the accurate annotations are appended
to the intermediate frames. Equipped with the annotation-
extending pipeline, 1M training images and 0.2M valida-
tion images are annotated in the nuScenes-H dataset. No-
tably, we benchmark seven 3D detectors [21, 22, 30, 31, 33,
53, 54] on the original nuScenes dataset and the extended
nuScenes-H dataset, and the Pearson correlation coefficient
of the two offline scores is 0.962, which validates the ef-
fectiveness of our annotation-extending method. The com-
parison between nuScenes-H and other autonomous-driving
perception datasets [4, 12, 18, 27, 49, 59] is shown in Tab. 1.
To the best of our knowledge, nuScenes-H is the first dataset
that facilitates the streaming evaluation on camera-based 3D
detection.

3.3. SPUR Evaluation Protocol

Considering that the offline evaluation protocol in
nuScenes [4] cannot be directly adapted to the stream-
ing system, we design the Streaming Perception Under
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constRained-computation (SPUR) evaluation protocol to
comprehensively investigate the streaming performance of
various 3D detectors. In the next, the streaming metrics are
first introduced, then the computation-constrained evalua-
tion is elaborated.
Streaming metrics. Average Translation Error (ATE), Av-
erage Scale Error (ASE), Average Orientation Error (AOE),
Average Velocity Error (AVE), Average Attribute Error
(AAE), NuScenes Detection Score (NDS) and mean Aver-
age Precision (mAP) are the official metrics in the original
nuScenes dataset. These metrics can be naturally extended
to the streaming metric (Eq. 1) except for the AVE. In the
streaming evaluation, the predicted bounding boxes are dis-
placed from the ground-truth locations due to inference time
delay, especially for fast-moving objects. Consequently, the
majority of the anticipated true positives are slow-moving
or static objects, and the AVE metric only measures the
velocity error of true positive objects, which makes the
streaming velocity error even lower than the offline veloc-
ity error. To address the issue, we calculate AVE as the
original offline metric, and other metrics are measured with
the streaming evaluation, which are termed mAP-S, ATE-S,
ASE-S, AOE-S, and AAE-S. For the NDS-S, following [4],
we calculate it as:

NDS-S =
1

10
[5mAP-S+

∑
mTP∈TP

(1−min(1,mTP))], (4)

where TP = {AVE,ATE-S,ASE-S,AOE-S,AAE-S} is the
set of true positive metrics.
Computation-constrained evaluation. Notably, in the
ASAP benchmark, the model inference time is associated
with computational resources, which influences streaming
performances. Specifically, two computation-constrained
evaluation protocols are investigated:

• To compare the streaming performance on varying
platforms, multiple GPUs with different performances
(e.g., NVIDIA RTX3090, NVIDIA RTX 2070S, and
NVIDIA GTX 1060) are assigned to evaluate 3D de-
tectors.

• To analyze the performance fluctuation caused by
computational resources sharing [9, 61, 65, 70], we
evaluate 3D detectors while the GPU is simultaneously
processing other perception tasks (e.g., conducting N
classification tasks using ResNet18 [19]).

3.4. ASAP Baselines

As mentioned in Sec. 3.1, the ASAP benchmark evalu-
ates the most recent predictions if the current computation is
not finished, resulting in a mismatch between the previously
processed observation and the current one. In this subsec-
tion, we discuss how to mitigate the mismatch problem in-
duced by the inference time delay. Naturally, forecasting

the future state emerges as a simple solution to compensate
for the delay. To make future state estimations, we establish
the velocity-based baseline that updates future states by the
predicted object motion. Besides, we investigate a learning-
based baseline that directly estimates the future locations of
objects (illustrated in Fig. 5).

3D 
detector

Previous results

Time:T-1

Time:T

Velocity
3D 

detector

Current results

Kalman 
filter

Future state
Constant 
velocity 
motion

Velocity

(a) Velocity-based updating baseline, where the Kalman filter is utilized
to associate and refine multi-frame detection results, and the future state
is predicted by the constant velocity motion model.

Time:T

3D-future 
detector

Future state

Time:T-1

(b) Learning-based forecasting baseline, where the future state is di-
rectly estimated by the 3D-future detector.

Figure 5. Illustration of the proposed ASAP baselines.

Velocity-based updating baseline. Object velocity estima-
tion is an essential task in the original nuScenes benchmark,
and various 3D detectors [21, 29–31, 34, 41, 56] have been
investigated to produce accurate velocity estimations. We
empirically find that simply using the constant velocity mo-
tion model can benefit streaming 3D detection:

Tr(ti+1) = Tr(ti) + (ti+1 − ti)V (ti), (5)

where Tr(·) and V (·) represent the predicted object trans-
lation and velocity, and ti, ti+1 denote the previous in-
put timestamp and the current evaluation timestamp. Such
a velocity-based updating strategy is straightforward, but
the velocity estimations are independent in each frame, ne-
glecting that the predicted velocity should be consistent and
change smoothly. To alleviate the problem, we associate
predictions in consecutive frames and refine the predictions
using the first-order Kalman filter [24]. Specifically, IoU-
based greedy matching is applied to associate 3D bound-
ing boxes across frames. And state representation in the
Kalman filter is {x, y, z, ẋ, ẏ}, where (x, y, z) denotes the
center location of the bounding box, and ẋ, ẏ is the esti-
mated velocity in the BEV plane. The updated state rep-
resentations are leveraged to refine per-frame predictions.
For objects that do not have correspondence in sequential
frames, we simply use the constant velocity motion model
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Table 2. Comparison of different camera-based 3D detectors on the nuScenes-H val set, where the BEVDepth-Sv is the velocity-based
updating baseline built upon [30], and BEVDepth-Sf is the learning-based forecasting baseline built upon [30]. For Streaming=%, we
report the 2Hz offline metrics. For Streaming=!, we report the streaming performance on the 12Hz ASAP benchmark.

Methods GPU FPS #params. GFLOPs Streaming mAP(-S)↑ NDS(-S)↑ ATE(-S)↓ ASE(-S)↓ AOE(-S)↓ AVE↓ AAE(-S)↓
FCOS3D - - 52.5M 2008.2 % 0.295 0.372 0.806 0.268 0.511 1.315 0.170
FCOS3D RTX3090 1.7 52.5M 2008.2 ! 0.208 0.326 0.828 0.269 0.512 1.315 0.175
FCOS3D RTX2070s 0.8 52.5M 2008.2 ! 0.151 0.294 0.836 0.270 0.522 1.315 0.187
FCOS3D GTX1060 0.3 52.5M 2008.2 ! 0.051 0.234 0.858 0.271 0.585 1.315 0.200
PGD - - 51.3M 2223.0 % 0.335 0.409 0.732 0.263 0.423 1.285 0.172
PGD RTX3090 1.6 51.3M 2223.0 ! 0.206 0.327 0.817 0.273 0.488 1.285 0.185
PGD RTX2070s 0.7 51.3M 2223.0 ! 0.139 0.289 0.818 0.276 0.512 1.285 0.195
PGD GTX1060 0.2 51.3M 2223.0 ! 0.016 0.199 0.909 0.342 0.536 1.285 0.300
BEVDet - - 52.6M 215.3 % 0.308 0.411 0.729 0.265 0.445 1.051 0.175
BEVDet RTX3090 12.6 52.6M 215.3 ! 0.289 0.370 0.730 0.273 0.533 1.051 0.209
BEVDet RTX2070s 8.5 52.6M 215.3 ! 0.284 0.367 0.734 0.273 0.536 1.051 0.209
BEVDet GTX1060 3.3 52.6M 215.3 ! 0.254 0.348 0.751 0.275 0.547 1.051 0.218
BEVDet4D - - 53.6M 222.0 % 0.338 0.476 0.672 0.274 0.460 0.337 0.185
BEVDet4D RTX3090 11.9 53.6M 222.0 ! 0.309 0.450 0.755 0.275 0.480 0.337 0.200
BEVDet4D RTX2070s 6.9 53.6M 222.0 ! 0.286 0.438 0.757 0.275 0.481 0.337 0.201
BEVDet4D GTX1060 3.2 53.6M 222.0 ! 0.257 0.419 0.775 0.276 0.492 0.337 0.211
BEVFormer - - 68.7M 1322.2 % 0.415 0.517 0.672 0.274 0.369 0.397 0.198
BEVFormer RTX3090 2.4 68.7M 1322.2 ! 0.310 0.452 0.760 0.276 0.385 0.397 0.216
BEVFormer RTX2070s 1.1 68.7M 1322.2 ! 0.233 0.408 0.774 0.278 0.410 0.397 0.228
BEVFormer GTX1060 0.3 68.7M 1322.2 ! 0.074 0.311 0.819 0.280 0.516 0.397 0.246
PETR - - 36.7M 297.2 % 0.317 0.367 0.839 0.280 0.614 0.936 0.232
PETR RTX3090 6.7 36.7M 297.2 ! 0.282 0.341 0.883 0.288 0.639 0.936 0.249
PETR RTX2070s 3.2 36.7M 297.2 ! 0.254 0.323 0.897 0.289 0.658 0.936 0.258
PETR GTX1060 1.3 36.7M 297.2 ! 0.195 0.291 0.918 0.291 0.659 0.936 0.266
BEVDepth - - 76.6M 662.6 % 0.348 0.481 0.616 0.272 0.415 0.440 0.196
BEVDepth RTX3090 8.6 76.6M 662.6 ! 0.323 0.464 0.654 0.272 0.414 0.440 0.198
BEVDepth RTX2070s 4.4 76.6M 662.6 ! 0.306 0.453 0.664 0.273 0.420 0.440 0.205
BEVDepth GTX1060 1.4 76.6M 662.6 ! 0.226 0.404 0.686 0.275 0.449 0.440 0.235
BEVDepth-Sv RTX3090 8.6 76.6M 662.6 ! 0.328 0.466 0.654 0.272 0.416 0.440 0.198
BEVDepth-Sv RTX2070s 4.4 76.6M 662.6 ! 0.316 0.459 0.662 0.272 0.419 0.440 0.198
BEVDepth-Sv GTX1060 1.4 76.6M 662.6 ! 0.263 0.428 0.683 0.273 0.436 0.440 0.199
BEVDepth-Sf RTX3090 8.6 76.6M 662.6 ! 0.329 0.467 0.653 0.272 0.415 0.440 0.197
BEVDepth-Sf RTX2070s 4.4 76.6M 662.6 ! 0.313 0.457 0.663 0.272 0.420 0.440 0.198
BEVDepth-Sf GTX1060 1.4 76.6M 662.6 ! 0.235 0.413 0.685 0.274 0.442 0.440 0.205

to update the locations. Notably, the velocity-based updat-
ing strategy can be applied to any modern 3D detector (e.g.,
in the experiment, BEVDepth-Sv is built upon BEVDepth
[30]). Besides, the updating pipeline is lightweight (∼10ms
on CPU), which has a negligible impact on streaming de-
lays.
Learning-based forecasting baseline. The above baseline
exploits velocity as the intermediate surrogate to predict fu-
ture states. From another perspective, the streaming 3D de-
tector should be inherently predictive of the future. There-
fore, we craft a simple framework for directly forecasting
the future locations of objects. Specifically, a 3D-future
detector is built upon BEVDepth [30] (termed BEVDepth-
Sf), where the algorithm leverages history frames as input
and forecasts the detection results of the next frame. The
model architecture and training strategy are similar to those
of [30], except that the loss is calculated using annotations
from the subsequent frame. For samples that do not have

annotations for future frames, we discard them in the train-
ing phase.

4. Streaming Evaluation on ASAP Benchmark

In this section, the experiment setup is first given. Sub-
sequently, we delve into the computation-constrained as-
sessment, including streaming evaluation with platforms
altering and resource sharing. Finally, we analyze the
association between streaming performance and input
size/backbone selection.

4.1. Experiment Setup

In the ASAP benchmark, vision-centric perception is in-
stantiated on camera-based 3D detection, which is the fun-
damental task in autonomous driving perception. The ex-
tended nuScenes-H dataset is leveraged to evaluate 3D de-
tectors. Following [27], the streaming evaluation is con-
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ducted with a hardware-dependent simulator. For camera-
based 3D detectors [21, 22, 30, 31, 33, 53, 54] evaluated in
the ASAP benchmark, the model inference times are mea-
sured with their open-sourced code on a specific GPU with
batch size 1. For measuring the inference time of monocu-
lar paradigms [53,54], we set the batch size as 6, as [53,54]
process the surround-view images independently. More im-
plementation details are in the supplement.

4.2. Computation-Constrained Assessment

Equipped with the ASAP benchmark, we analyze the
streaming performance of seven modern 3D detectors
(FCOS3D [53], PGD [54], BEVDet [22], BEVDet4D [21],
BEVFormer [31], PETR [33], BEVDepth [30]) and the pro-
posed baselines (BEVDepth-Sv, BEVDepth-Sf) under three
platforms (RTX3090, RTX2070S, and GTX1060). From
the results in Tab. 2, it can be observed that:
(1) Compared with the offline evaluation, all these 3D
detectors suffer from performance drops on the ASAP
benchmark. Even equipped with the powerful computation
platform (RTX3090), the mAP-S of BEVFormer, FCOS3D
and PGD relatively drop by 25.3%, 29.5% and 38.5% than
the offline counterparts. For efficient models (frame rate ≈
10FPS) BEVDet, BEVDet4D, BEVDepth, the mAP-S still
relatively drop by 6.1%, 8.6%, 7.2%, as any detection re-
sults miss at least one frame in the streaming evaluation.
(2) The streaming performance degrades continu-
ally as the computation power is increasingly con-
strained. As the Tera Floating Point Operations Per Sec-
ond (TFLOPS) alters from 35.6TFLOPS@RTX3090 to
9.1TFLOPS@RTX2070S, the mAP-S of FCOS3D, PGD,
BEVDet, BEVDet4D, BEVFormer, PETR, BEVDepth rel-
atively drop by 27.4%, 32.5%, 1.7%, 7.4%, 24.8%, 9.9%,
5.3%, respectively. Besides, when the computation perfor-
mance is further constrained on 4.4TFLOPS@GTX1060,
the mAP-S further decreases by a large margin. Notably, for
models (FCOS3D, PGD, BEVFormer) with higher model
latency, the inference frame rates are lower than 0.5FPS
on GTX1060, and the corresponding mAP-S of FCOS3D,
PGD, and BEVFormer are 0.051, 0.016 and 0.074, which
are far from practical deployment.
(3) The model rank alters under different computation
performances. An illustrative comparison is in Fig. 1,
where BEVFormer ranks 1st in the offline evaluation and
relatively outperforms the 2nd-best competitor BEVDepth
by 19.3%. However, BEVDepth suppresses BEVFormer
during the streaming evaluation on RTX3090. Moreover,
on the RTX2070S, the mAP-S of efficient 3D detectors
(BEVDet, BEVDet4D, PETR) exceed that of BEVFormer,
and the performance gap between BEVFormer and [21, 22,
30, 33] is further enlarged on GTX1060.
(4) Future state estimation can compensate for the in-

Table 3. Streaming performance (mAP-S) of FCOS3D [53], PGD
[54], BEVFormer [31] and the corresponding velocity-based up-
dating baselines. The experiment are conducted on RTX3090, and
we report AP-S on high-speed category (e.g., car, bus), and slow-
motion category (e.g., pedestrian).

Method mAP-S↑ AVE↓ Car Bus Ped.
FCOS3D 0.208 1.315 0.244 0.111 0.300
FCOS3D-Sv 0.218 (+4.8%) 1.315 0.273 0.133 0.310
PGD 0.206 1.285 0.240 0.092 0.293
PGD-Sv 0.217 (+5.3%) 1.285 0.266 0.124 0.302
BEVFormer 0.310 0.397 0.373 0.236 0.402
BEVFormer-Sv 0.344 (+10.9%) 0.397 0.477 0.324 0.424

ference time delay, which improves the streaming per-
formance. For the velocity-based updating baseline built
upon BEVDepth, BEVDepth-Sv relatively improves mAP-
S by 1.5%, 3.3%, and 16.4% on RTX3090, RTX2070S,
and GTX1060. More baseline results are in Tab. 3, where
FCOS3D, PGD and BEVFormer relatively enhance mAP-
S by 4.8%, 5.3% and 10.9% on RTX3090. Note that
BEVFormer-Sv obtains higher improvement due to the ac-
curate velocity estimation (i.e., AVE@BEVFormer is 0.397,
which is significantly lower than that of FCOS3D (1.315)
and PGD (1.285)). Besides, we empirically find that high-
speed objects particularly benefit from the velocity-based
updating strategy. e.g., for BEVFormer@RTX3090, the
AP-S of car and bus are relatively improved by 27.9%
and 37.3%, while the relative improvement of slow-motion
objects (pedestrian) is within 5%, which inspires future
streaming algorithms to consider the discrepancy in per-
category velocity. For the learning-based forecasting base-
line built upon BEVDepth, BEVDepth-Sf relatively im-
proves mAP-S by 1.9%, 3.0%, and 4.0% on RTX3090,
RTX2070S, and GTX1060. However, the improvements on
RTX2070S and GTX1060 (3.0%, 4.0%) are inferior to that
of BEVDepth-Sv (3.3%, 16.4%), as the model frame rates
on RTX2070S (4.4FPS) and GTX1060 (1.4FPS) are greatly
slower than the streaming input speed (12FPS), and simply
predicting the next frame is not sufficient to compensate
for the inference time delay. This issue may be alleviated
by forecasting future states of the next N(N ≥ 2) frames,
while the multi-forecasting architecture may increase the in-
ference time and hamper the streaming perception. There-
fore, end-to-end streaming 3D detection remains a promis-
ing open problem for future research. More experiment re-
sults are in the supplement.

To analyze the performance fluctuation caused by com-
putational resources sharing [9, 61, 65, 70], we evalu-
ate 3D detectors (BEVFormer [31] and BEVDepth [30])
while the GPU (RTX3090) is simultaneously processing
N ResNet18-based [19] classification tasks. As illustrated
in Fig. 6, BEVFormer and BEVDepth suffer performance
drops when the number of classification tasks increases, as
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fewer computational resources are allocated to the 3D de-
tection task. Specifically, the mAP-S of BEVFormer and
BEVDepth relatively drop by 37.7% and 25.1% as the num-
ber of classification tasks increases from 0 to 10. No-
tably, the proposed velocity-based updating baselines con-
sistently improve the streaming performance under com-
putation sharing, and BEVDepth-Sv, BEVFormer-Sv rel-
atively improve the mAP-S by 11.6% and 8.3% when 10
classification tasks are executing.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Figure 6. Comparison of streaming performance of BEVFormer
[31], BEVFormer-Sv, BEVDepth [30] and BEVDepth-Sv under
computational resources sharing, where the x-axis denotes the
number of ResNet18-based [19] classification tasks.

The above experiment results reveal that the computa-
tional resources significantly influence streaming perfor-
mance. While the high-performance detector [31] generates
accurate predictions with powerful computation, its stream-
ing performance suffers drops with constrained computa-
tion. In contrast, the streaming performance of efficient de-
tectors [21,22,30] are more consistent across different con-
straints, indicating that the model latency and computation
budget should be regarded as design choices to optimize the
practical deployment.

4.3. Analysis on Input Size and Backbone Selection

In this subsection, experiments are conducted to inves-
tigate the association between streaming performance and
input size/backbone selection. Specifically, we evaluate
BEVDepth [30] and BEVDepth-Sv with different image
sizes (704 × 256, 1408 × 512) and backbones (ResNet50,
ResNet101 [19]). The results are shown in Tab. 4. For the
offline evaluation, BEVDepth@ResNet101 relatively im-
proves BEVDepth@ResNet50 by 3.4%. Besides, the im-
provement is 18.4% as the image resolution is further ex-
panded (704×256 → 1408×512). For the streaming eval-
uation on BEVDepth, replacing ResNet50 with ResNet101
relatively enhances mAP-S by 2.5%. However, the mAP-
S relatively drops by 3.7% when the input size is further
expanded. Notably, our baseline BEVDepth-Sv obtains

Table 4. Evaluation with different input sizes and backbones. For
Streaming=!, we conduct the streaming evaluation on RTX3090.
For Streaming=%, the offline evaluation is performed.

Method Backbone Input Size Streaming mAP(-S) ↑
BEVDepth R-50 704× 256 % 0.348
BEVDepth R-101 704× 256 % 0.360 (+3.4%)
BEVDepth R-101 1408× 512 % 0.412 (+18.4%)
BEVDepth R-50 704× 256 ! 0.323
BEVDepth R-101 704× 256 ! 0.331 (+2.5%)
BEVDepth R-101 1408× 512 ! 0.311 (-3.7%)
BEVDepth-Sv R-50 704× 256 ! 0.328
BEVDepth-Sv R-101 704× 256 ! 0.340 (+3.7%)
BEVDepth-Sv R-101 1408× 512 ! 0.341 (+4.0%)

mAP-S improvement with large input size (1408 × 512)
and ResNet101 backbone, but the improvement (4%) is
significantly lower than that of the offline metric (18.4%).
The above results inspire that high-resolution inputs and
stronger backbones may hinder streaming performance due
to high latency. Therefore, the input size/backbone selec-
tion should be meticulously designed in the practical de-
ployment.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the ASAP benchmark is proposed to evalu-

ate the online performance of vision-centric driving percep-
tion approaches. Specifically, we extend 12Hz raw images
of nuScenes dataset, and introduce the nuScenes-H dataset
for camera-based streaming 3D detection. Besides, the
SPUR protocol is established for computation-constrained
evaluation. Additionally, we propose ASAP baselines to
compensate for the inference time delay, which consis-
tently enhance the streaming performance on three hard-
ware. Equipped with the ASAP benchmark, we investi-
gate the streaming performance of seven modern camera-
based 3D detectors and two proposed baselines under vari-
ous computation constraints. The experiment results reveal
that the model latency and computation budget should be
regarded as design choices for practical deployment.

6. Limitation and Future Work
The proposed ASAP benchmark takes a step to practical

vision-centric perception in autonomous driving. Currently,
the ASAP benchmark utilizes modern GPUs (e.g., NVIDIA
RTX3090, NVIDIA RTX2070S, NVIDIA GTX1060) to
conduct the streaming evaluation. A more practical strat-
egy is to evaluate with the computation of system-on-a-chip
(e.g., NVIDIA Thor, Mobileye EyeQ5, Horizon Journey5),
and deploy algorithms with 8-bit int/floating point (INT8,
FP8) precision acceleration. Furthermore, in future work,
more autonomous-driving tasks (e.g., semantic map con-
struction, depth estimation, motion forecasting) should be
considered in the SPUR evaluation protocol, towards multi-
task and end-to-end autonomy.
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